
 

 
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES  

2 Peachtree Street | Atlanta, GA 30303 

Oct. 30, 2018 
 

A report on the DFCS response to Hurricane Michael 
 
Dear Legislator, 
 
Your state human services agency has been working hard to serve your constituents 
during the aftermath of the most powerful hurricane to strike Georgia, and we are still 
looking for additional ways to help. 
 
As you may know, our first step was to release $77 million in benefits early to recipients 
of SNAP, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, traditionally known as food 
stamps. This was to allow immediate relief to people who lost the food purchased with 
their prior month’s benefits. 
 
Next, we streamlined the process for claiming replacement benefits caused by power 
outages. Normally, a claim would require proof of the outage from the utility provider.  
Our agency proactively developed contacts with each utility provider in the affected 
areas to obtain the proofs for them, which eliminated the need for your constituents to 
provide this proof.  Then, we sought and received permission to extend the deadline to 
request replacement benefits from the usual 10 days to Oct. 31. 
 
As of last Friday, we have replaced just over $4 million in SNAP benefits to families in 
counties that were impacted most by the hurricane. See the chart below: 
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To gauge the full extent of the damages, I wanted to see it for myself. So, I drove to 
Southwest Georgia with Jon Anderson, the Division’s benefits manager, and Carol 
Christopher, another key lieutenant in the Division. What I saw moved me greatly and 
raised additional concerns about the long-lasting impact of the storm on the already-
stressed economics of the region. Not only were crops destroyed but also the ongoing 
viability of other agribusiness assets, from processing operations to storage facilities, 
leading to fears that jobs were gone with the wind like so many roofing shingles. 
 
On Oct. 21, working with the federal agency, Division obtained approval from USDA to 
allow SNAP families in path of the hurricane to purchase hot-food. Food stamps usually 
are limited to groceries that recipients take home and prepare themselves. But with so 
many homes in disrepair, it was vital that people be able to purchase ready-to-eat items 
once the retailers who are authorized to accept food stamps had their kitchens in 
operation. 
 
Since the first meteorological warnings of violent weather, the Division has remained in 
constant discussions with our federal partners at the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 
Food and Nutrition Services. We have discussed options for additional benefits and 
ways to possibly simplify the administration for your constituents. 
 
Georgia hasn’t been subjected to a disaster of this magnitude in recent years, so we have 
drawn on the experience of USDA in other states. USDA uses a range of ways to get food 
to people after a disaster, from early benefits and replacement food stamps, to diverting 
foodstuffs from school lunches to relief shelters and grocery boxes distributed to all 
comers at food banks, all of which have been employed in Southwest Georgia following 
Hurricane Michael. 
 
We have concluded, however, that those measures are not enough, given the severity of 
the suffering and the input I have received from your colleagues in the affected region. 
Therefore, with Governor Deal’s strong support, we have requested permission from 
USDA to issue Disaster-SNAP, food stamps to people in need who do not ordinarily 
qualify for SNAP. 
 
We are awaiting the USDA’s evaluation of the data about conditions on the ground in 
the path of Michael’s winds. We anticipate the go-ahead to distribute the benefits Nov. 
7-13 in the first 13 counties certified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency for 
Individual Assistance. Distribution in the second set of counties should be Nov. 14-20. 
 
However, because of the potential for public confusion before all the arrangements are 
in place, I ask you allow our agency to be the lead on all public notices and press releases 
on this program. Let us make the announcement through our official means from 
Atlanta when we can give the public specific details about times and places they can go 
to apply for benefits. 
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We will bring in extra staff from unaffected counties to help with the processing. An 
impressive number answered the call when a request for volunteers went out Monday. 
Indeed, the performance of the Division employees everywhere has been admirable 
since the storm. 
 
Local DFCS case managers continued to pitch in. Many whose homes and belongings 
sustained serious damage still showed up for work to care for their neighbors who also 
had great losses, including those in Colquitt County who huddled in the home of the 
only colleague with power so that they could keep serving families. 
 
I am proud of how the professionals in the Division have performed, and how 
responsive they have been at every turn. And I want you to know that we will remain 
committed to the support of our fellow Georgians – your constituents. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Tom Rawlings, 
Interim Director 
 
P.S. If you’d like more information, please join me on a conference call at 10:30 
Wednesday morning. The call-in number is 1-888-902-6580 and the participant code is 
7521039#. 
 


